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Railway traffic optimization
Conflict situation: Some trains claim a block section, but only one must occupy the block section at a time.
Which one passes first?
Optimization model
A job shop scheduling problem formulation is used, every block section is considered as a single server with blocking and other constraints The problem of finding the optimal order for the trains over each block section (machine) is NP-Hard Having dense traffic at station interlocking areas with multiple incompatible routes leads to an increased complexity for the optimization procedure
Alternative graph formulation
Fixed constraints between successive events (running times between two signals) Alternative constraints for events that must not happen at the same time (orders between trains)
Overview of solving procedures
Fixed timetable orders, priority rules, first come first served rule, look-ahead rules… We consider all possible CDR solutions (~ 10^3000) in order to report the best solution A good lower bound based on Jackson Preemptive schedule is adopted by relaxing some constraints The dispatching rules are used as upper bounds An exhaustive search procedure (branch and bound) finds near-optimal solutions within a given (short) computation time
Simplifying
Too many variables and too many railway constraints How to model properly the situation? And how to include only the "necessary" constraints?
The goal
Consecutive block sections between main signals are grouped together in order to properly model route booking in complex station interlocking areas
Incompatibilities
An incompatibility graph is introduced to model properly the situation. A compact representation is obtained by analyzing the graph connectivity.
Virtual machines
Virtual machines describe the graph connectivity The lower bound is computed by aggregating the occupation time of trains on each virtual machine, rather than on each block section
